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OUTCOME

Explore providing a more 
convenient and secure way 
to interact with people, 
businesses and 
organizations online; we 
want to help you understand 
the benefits of adopting a 
Self-sovereign (digital) 
identity to take control of 
your digital world.



REAL-WORLD 
SCENARIO
Moving from a physical to 
digital wallet.
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Real-World Scenario

Reservations

Security Gate

Boarding

Check-in

Networking



RESERVATIONS
➔ Scan QR code
➔ Auto log-in to existing 

account
➔ Finish making reservation



SECURITY
➔ Tap your phone on NFC 

device
➔ Biometrics scan 
➔ Good to go!



BOARDING
➔ Phone connects as you 

approach gate
➔ Biometrics scan 
➔ Green light, board the plane



CHECK-IN
➔ Scan QR code
➔ Biometrics match
➔ Check-in complete



NETWORKING
➔ Display QR code on phone
➔ Prompt to share business cards 
➔ Direct personal connection



On Returning



CONSPIRACY 
POST 

Breakdown of conspiracy 
theory circulating online
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Conspiracy Theories

Digital ID is decentralized, 
operating on distributed 

ledger (blockchain) 
technology - with almost no 
data written to the ledger.

Fact
Centralize every citizen’s 

personal, financial, business, 
medical and social 

information

Claim



Conspiracy Theories

Not unless YOU share it

Fact
Digital ID will expose your 

demons, no matter how small, 
everywhere you go.

Claim



Conspiracy Theories

Government is stepping in to 
help protect us.

Fact
Abuse of governmental 

authority in terms of 
surveillance and compelled 

behaviour

Claim



TRENDS
SSI/Decentralized Identity 
attention is shifting
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Are You a Person?

Can I know you uniquely?

● so you don’t create 
10,000 accounts.

● So I know you’ve been 
here before…

BUT - I don’t want to know 
any more than that…

Proof of Unique Human
Are you a bot?

Are you a dog?

Are you a robot dog?

Proof of Human



DeFi

DEX research - “don’t need 
KYC” is shifting…

DeFi needs ID…



Hyperledger Aries & AnonCreds

Been working for 5+ years 
now.

AnonCreds
Community is growing. 

Governments leaning in.

More Ledgers coming in…

HL-Aries



QUESTIONS 
What do you want to know?
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